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ABSTRACT
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The process of curriculum development' involves .two
:phases: transformation of research' findings into-curriculum material/.

by external developers and,implementation of curriculum materials by
teachers. In study of the deielopment'of an eighth grade biology:
unit in Israel,.the authors examined the characteristics of and..
relationships between the, activities of external developers and
teachers. AnalYSiS of the.first.phase, material developm t by an
external group, involved examination of various versions o the
curriculum material, minutes of meetings, and comments of "d velopment:
team members. It was found that the developers made changes in
transforming research in the fielt 'of biology,:into eighth grade level
curriculum material. These rhanges included simplifications of
content, omission's, and changes in style and 'forms of expressi6n.
Analysis of the, second phasei'implementation of the unit by teachers,
involved a survey/of the 20 teachers who used the unit, It was found
that the teachers spent more time on the unit than was specified in

.the teacher's guide, used more teaching strategies than were_ outlined
in the guide, and emphasized approximately the same content as was
stressed in *he guide. Additional research is needed to explore the
impacit7of personal characteristics of developers" and teachers upon
the process of curriculum .deVelopMent. (AV)
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which discliss, process of curriculum development: Most 04- them are of

.a presci,141,4:nitture and set out the most disirable planning method for

curriculum,t, cieVelopers yler; 1950;1. Taba, 1962; Emans, 19r..., Robinsohn,
f ,

- 1

1969). The, di s=reponv,- oetween these modus, and culis* reality is
f

plzanning are presented to the professional literature

often veryVijreirb..

s,U'ggests the tear

a model that'. user

A5cordiPg wa

developmental

of the procesi

cl aims

curriculum rem

thau Ors analy..7...-

is various comPonent,

xrder,to overcome t.7is dtscreOancy, .4 Iker (1971)

model of can--,culum devel,bmnent " i.e.

an examination., of cur cu UM Drip co' in real i
;

a mardel ,49:4 Ftri fy- imperrcant "acts of -the

and wi l aid.r.jecOrreinc the .1-st,ett-ons in the perception

L.kno,Po4cT Pikinfelif -tto Schwao Abicion (1969),

-his paper 1s,

lajCtl

rch" showl--c r a. examination of

---emewort '" thi: aporca, Jie present

:Ow demnIfient zse w- ew tavard identifying

we t3e ...ifttay-action aezwees ;nem. The purpose

ift:411,0kt- preldeity Otit le of a ."natural"

Momel of cur-4- 4vetopment cased oor it examination )f rrriculum reality

reflected in t /-,,culum deve opniev- me study.

Jame Basic Ass. Jns

This curri% ihan Ase study is oases on a number of baslc assumptions:

1. It is poz.titc :o dfitinguish`, -mover tw- separate functions in the,

process s?vel convent .(:.onnie"" 4," 197'2); one function is' carried'

out in curricubir .-anit-itig centers ratemers cr- teams which are situated-

outside the schoo ar.e. are, therefore, ca ed "external developers".

developers transfory -leas into actual cuiiculum material. The second
iTt

function is carrieL -. by teachers r. -mplement the curriculum in their
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clasSroco Joy using Use OPepidrecl curr7c..- :ao, materials. Their share en the

proce_ess o- curriculr deffelopmen.t is se=ined as the transformation' of curriculum,

materiall into teaeling-learTt-mg`settincs through the adaptation. , of the .

materials ciwn:h-r--ows of their p4r-7-cu1ar t-T-ching circumstances.-
Thb.teactsers Who vivolemen: curriculum rrremerials are accordingly perceived

as "user -ilhvelopers.' Cor-,elly poi rAs cu-: that the proximate goals of the
N,,, 7

two phases -- i.e. curri -limn materials 7 the first phase and' teaching-

learning ce-:tTngs in tr. second -- invo ...e, -diffe'rerr considerations. In the

first prime, -ie zoos 'sera *-ions are Jsua y of 'a genera.. theoretical nature.

'while i ;ne zec"d chase tn. considerations are la '"%fqF ; particular ar'd oractical.

Beyond he genera ..--orm.terization ot the two phases :onnelly does not

give details -r of cpmporarr , proce,'ie anc procedures

typical of ems:

:n '.the ,*.sented her ar attemL is' mane 11 in Connelly'

conceptual -'rane-wrirk wi tr an examination the char=tristics of the tw:

phases, as we" ri 0-7 tne connections wt.:J.! exist between

Nthem:

2. The oeve,:cmsc.'. process axamin. =/ the authors reersto tho,se,

curr,cula wr-lch -.8- ).eing tf scholarly material

into curri ci. , urn *In a te )1 a ./.4gexo , 1973 Scholarly materiF's are perceived
,..

as existing cnow,,Aaw lt. 41)rtn of of r- -ten d=zuments in Illie fields of
, \

\
,v

_

knowledge which are ir- 40,4. .-,-. zisci.:.- i ipes, and include, addition to tie
,

.,,, Contents, the syntact ' 1 4 e 0 ' ' X ti ; s ri s t cs of the methods ano processes producing
..,

such contents. -0
-, /

0

, ,

In the press :7 *".UP' /0:- on , the (level opersireveal the. ducati onal

Potential embodied in thf- -,:r0 irly material and make decisions relevant
et 4

to the various aspects : --1 , -.rans:,aiiort These aspects arse 'defined

by 4s - as %decision. cross-:,ac n the translation process.. At each of

-

1
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these crossroads, different questions Arise.and the devel.opers decide. which
Al

questions to deal with and which o the-possible alternatiVe answers to

accept, while simultaneously elaborating' the curriculum material. For

example: one.of the 'Important decision crossroads pertains to the clari-

fication and selection of educational messages. Several. questions may arise-

in regard to this latter aspect; such as: which ideas, principles, and concepts

are both possible and desirable to.be embodied in the curriculum material?

Which kinds of information have to be included and which be,,omitted, etc.?

As sources of scholarly material , developers use reports,

articles, and other publications in the field wide discus Devel-o

`odcasiona' ly rely on their own knowledge of a certain disciplin or y

draw upon the knowledge of subject matter. speeialists Here, we c

.
with a case study e original. scientific research reports' were used

a starting point-for the development process.-
r

This transi ti o of scholarly material into*-elaborated curriculum

material is defined by as "first - level interpretation" .(see 'Fig. 1).

Within the framework of the present case. study, we examine how this "trs-

lation" was actually carried out and what the characteristic elements of

the first-level interpretation were in a given curricular reality.

3. Teachers' pl a central role in the process of curriculum development

in that tlie"-interp ti on given by teat to the curriculum material

at their disposal determines the nature of the implemented curriculum (Fox,

1977). Elaborated curriculum.materials, the product of external, developers,

may be viewed AS interim materials which need further development.thrqugh

modifications, omissions, -additions,: supplementsx etc.; carried out by

teachers .° using th4R1 (Silberstein, 1977). In 'alrcurriculum material ,i'here

liei an eduCational potential beyond the specific intentions, of the developers

as

deal.
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FIGURE 1 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: TWO LEVELS OF INTERPRETAT/011

C

\Scholarly materials./

Select; on

\ Selected piecei of, scholarly material /

Trantformation of the selected, scholarly
material into curriculum material

01.1111111,....
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into plans of teaching-learning settings ca

SettingV Setting B./ OtherSettings

input and Output
of material

Process
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(Ben -Bretz, 19, /- -r- s potential may find its expression i n the various

.ntero,reiticeis wileti the teachers. gig.- to the curriculum material while

-wp1 mmerr-.1 ng r specific teat ri 'rig el mums tances . The planning

r teechmno-14rrals9 settings by teachers, which is 3a9eci on elaborated curriculum

material_ delkid DY us as "second level- interp-sitat- on" (se.- Fig. 1).

Tv tar) retati on perte is to all_ kinds c= c iiateri al sleve

vacant fo- 'yoga- proof" curricula, ice prograroned ;Neter- 'n which

-.T4ge develo;unc :rY to achieve di-rect corimuni cation b+ver zurricului

MIIEZ
d

lei e-Nlys , thereby excluding teachers from ,-.-rfe"-ing" through

their it r.fi-preallOial of curriculum materials. In thit vnri an 1'.-tempt has

bert, maze to the various compone&t4 of the interpr..-2tior process

sue 53, -v= teachers.

4, '.._r-dghar 971) suggeited viewing new curricuh .iitroduced into the

exocatinte 6y external developers "envelppes" &Iclosing a variety of
. ,

plasiblr iolutior,. to problents which were defined by -.71e developers: "New

curricu car ="1 "-Cough of as trajectories through 2edagogic space; they are

nreperl aefinee rict by single lines in that space, but rather by envelopes

an in"irite set of 'allowed' sOlytions to the problems. envisaged

4 he :urriculum 3signers" (p. 64). Teachers usinc laborated curriculum

s select :he solutions that seem appropriate -D them. In other words,
J.

le
,c tie second level of interpretaticin,,exploitation r the potential hidden

-be zurriculurn, takes place within the framework o' rvelopes designed by

th. --xternal cevelcollers. Exceeding.the bounds of the envelopes would transfer

the -achers beyond their function as "user developers' to that of"external

oeveimers.

F'gure 2 illustrat#S the way external.developers art teachers participate ,

in -the creation of turriculum egkelopes and. in the sele.:zion otatrajp.ptories

within tne envelopes.



FIGURE 2 - CURRICULAR ENVELOPES

The f.acnierr
Ittc

cm-,-te
pa- ',Jar

-6

cti vi ties of teachers A S

user develdpers

Activities of external
developers

External develo rs °eve, aciu

"envelo \

t Disti uishing,betweenktire special characteristics of. the Ulm levels.
"4 ,

of ihterpretation will providea distinction between the various functions

of the team of external 'developers on the one hand, and the'implefientors

(the teac6ery) on the other. This distinction hal iipllcatOns relevant

to understanding the deveropment process of curriculum materials andl their
,

implementation, as, well 'as to the planning for the training of curriculum

developers and _of' teachers.
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. 5. In the curricu r reality of -Israel, ,a team of writers develops

- curriculum materials within the 'framework of a curr mitts syllabus prepared

by special comar4tees. Often the developers' are also partners in the

preparation of the syllabus. The guidelines. f the sr: labus are consitiered

b y t h e wr1 tin am as curricular cons tr

-Definition of the Problem
,

The research.problem presented
,)

the. special characteristi cs of the

the authors is therefo

evelopnental a4vit"es
levels- of interpretation, and what are the be

levels as illustrated i n tee curriculum case 'here we' yzed?

and aw-if ac tha as. sueh.

Si

RESEARCH METHODa

'Mut are

thtwo
theie two

Document material's are of major importance or caseistudies: The

more covrorehensive and reliable the -documented aeteria. , the better the
.

chances for an objective and valid*ratOnstructipt;-of the processes. Val kir.

(1971) recorded the deliberations 1-.)f the developing wag of an'ar- emacation
.

project\f,or the pre-school age (Kettering Art Project) and ase

mainly on the recorded material.

s analysis"

el However, our post-ho analysis of a curritultmv ,case which had proceeded'

without advance ng /for documentation of curriculum- del iberations , forced .

us to adcfp; a rese h method utilizing only existing, documentation - that is,
various versions of -the material plus written documesuch as minutes-of

,
team sessions, summaries of meetings, written. comments of team Renters, -adv?iters,

and evaluators, and the like. Since our interest focused on qthe events

Connected, with the decisions and considerations related to the trarisition

fry scholscholarly material to curri cul urn' maters al ,T ltadocuaentatiori togetherrJ

with -structured i riterYiefis with the ,developers seems to provide reasonable

basis for reconstructing the processes. . Indeed, this is 'Of only practical -

4

9
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way to repl-icatte research base9on documented evidences. Treover, recordings
made during the course of the regular work of the development team could ,..r ,. karouse oppos--r:sr on' the part of Members of the team who might see it as4*

. .1 \ ,

interference -7."' -esearchers, and th.ii would therefore be likely to influence's '
the natural =arse of'deliberations.

For this :.ase study, the unit or` curricular materials selected was

concerned ith: "Is- it possible to reduce the amount of water'iritended for,
)irrigation?"' 'This. unit -is .Include4 in the. subject "Plants and Water" ,

.(Silberstein , 1974) with the frameivrk of the biology turriculumor the
Junior High School 1n-Israel., ."-/

.r, 1 t.
,.../ For ou- examination of the first- level of interpretation the following

.. ,--,

-
-I

4

...
procedures me.4e used:

1. Content analysis of thl raterial in its various transitionsrfrom
I(sthola ly material through interim stages to the final edition of the4 .'

curri cL, Ar met,. -431. The aim of` this analysis was to :identify the changes .,'

\ that had peer. incorporated-into the mattrial in its transition
-'from one fOrm

. .

,to'another. These changes were synniarize& and classified_ into categories.x t ,
The a ass i cati on of' categfri es underwent Co nt validation by i ndepencihn

.judges. The cl assi fied changes enabled, us to draw conclusions/ regarding ''''-
,

the "decision crtissroads"\used in the phness of transformation of the
material.

2., Agalysis of the written documents, parts r-Minutes,,of meetings,
and ..c4tnents of the team members, a= sers, and 'evaluators.

3. Structured- interviews with' mehtieri of the curriculum developing
7

team.
O

.

The latten two proceduifes enabled.us.,to reveal te considerations ..

and the kinds of the factors influencing the decision-mak whtch

l0
r
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resulted in the changes. intro itsed into .the 'material .at'cli fferent st ges.

In our ecaminatiiin-r)/ the second level--of interpretation we utilized

questionnaires for the teachers who implemented- the curriculum materials..

Our anitsourte'Of data about the second level of interpretation is

,kthe self-repsri'of teachers who.impletherited the
-tx . ,

materi al . This' report .ibould be interpreted-as
.

abilve-lenti one d culum'

the teachers' perception of

the teach -1barneing settings as-planned and executed. Without taking
'

concurren steps, we cannot detennirie)tht degree of reliabiliey
, .

. .

of :this s lt-report.,,, It seems to ua-that within-the, framework cf the present

research this is not a serious omjssion, ince we limited the scope of the..77 ,

"research to the curriculum planning process. We are interested in the
.

teachers', reporton their perception of the second level' of. interpretation.
I i

Therefore, 'the extent.of congruency between this perception and the actual
, - .... ,

events in the classroom is beyond tie scopk of our research.
4 . ,

,
F DINGS = First L vel of Interpretation %.

(
Choice of Scholarr1 Material for Development.
<

Since the. case examined by us- is of the kind of Curriculum deVeloPme

. in whichunit& of scholarly mated -al are the starting point for development.;

of curriculum materials, our first questitirr was Hdw were .,the units-of

scholarly material setected in the case under study.? ri9 fotindthatbdp,

'developinNteam arid subject '&4-ter specialists were in3o1-ved thesele.oc
, , .

process. Their 'selection was' influenced d cuPritular, constraints origin

the Syllabus forrades 7-1,2 Biology(Minis-tvi of Education ti4Culturge

1968) and, more precisely, in the setion ,dealing with 71 ants ,and Water,*

the ..

one of the topic within a

classes' df. regular pupils.

%series .of 9,0106 topics planned for, Grade 8

Acceptance of the syllabus restricted the, scope
v

s. 1 ,
of selection o.fe...the satiolarlytmaterial tp contents connected with the

a
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s.

relati ship between, plants ,andnwater
.....-

Lewy (1976) has called the Sele tion.,of contents guiddd by the constraints_:

Of the general framework ot:he syllabus "macroplannin-g," as opPoSed.to
r"

'I

-

"microplanniing" which is related to the selectiOncfspecifIc .onten!..s at a

rateh stage:when. the team asks itslielf What knoi1;dge could be generated

'Kum the tents. which were selected at the macro-level. In the selection

of contents at themacro-level , factort originating in the: team's-platform-
t.

. ,--...,. .

play aninportant part. Thus, -far exaippfa'.opinions accepted by the meebers
. ,s . .

. ? ---- . -

of -the team,as to ch acteristics of the curriculum materials' likely- to

simulate high° 1 -of motivation in the -target population (in this case,

regular pul5 of juhlor high school 'age) tinfluenced the selection of,.
(

.

Scholarly material to acigreat_extenf, as was eriderit from minutes of

since at the SAM time' a nimbe'r of ,research ..hding§ were being published,

meetings. It appears-that this/otiestion concerned title members. of 'the. iea
. . . _ . ,

cliiming that the exteft of, junion high sChob4Upils1 interest. iyr, botanTial. . ,

el

,-.;
Th subjects Was -very low`(Mayer & Tamir.; 145). 'Reports were found of cari °Us '''c'

it; . . 1L i # .,..

pproposals refl eating -.the personal 'eUtlook*
,

-of the develdpers wi th-iiegard \., ,..

to t,he gues ti.ok of. what mi ght increasemoti ivat on' among pupils s. Terne ,----;#
. ... .

A '. .

-

:

were those who felt,4or iristahce, that presentation Of asscientific Problem-

such as "why water, rises in planti thntraty_lto At We would have expected,

., from what is 111116m of tbe force of gravity plight attract .the Pupili' attention:
,

Athers raised- propOsap s such as : a trip to i rri gated and non-i rri gated, fields

using landscape photos from different parts of the country, discossing 'the

national water system, etc.' One suggestitin was.to use an .article /on actual

research about the rel ati
,

41.

tweeh -plants- andiwatet which had contributed.

4.a,

/i term defined as a system Of beliefs, opihions, attitudes, and' p7,flet;pnces
which team !miters bring- with them when they discuss the ways, poss bilities
and the desiderata with-regard to theimage of currictlum materials, target
pepUla.tions ('¢upils and teachers), teaching- thods, forms of learning,:
etc. The term is found in Walker-11971). _ 12

'
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- 1 . i,
to the plamiing ofwater'supplif:ln.,LsraeT. : The(team ambers opted for

.___-_ ,
i

,....);-" thks let' propose . s's turf rkg that curri-cul Om material demonstrating the

_ , ..*Itlectionloetiteen research and its oontribtifibn to .'a tolutie,yC,o' fa socio-
.. ,.. ....

..-. _.,
', *'; eCoriblic sproblani might- in teres t the pupil s. Tb\i* at-;urn?' tion ;was based on the
e_. 1

. f

,leneral pos'itiOW:accepted by members -of- e Jean. atstressing the relevance
..

of the sgbjeCt will. arouse- the Pupils,' rest.: Among-a -series of articles

4 and other,'soUrcet reviewed the most relev t articles were,:fpund to be. those-rtl,; -,

. . ,......-,...

, of .Shmtiel I (1:971) and Shinueli .et al-. "( T971 ),1,,,
., .

Types of Changes fond in' the TransformatiOrr, of scholarly Material into

Curricul urn Material-

Content analysis of the unit in itsoiarious versions revealed many

changes that were introduced in the procesi of translation of scholarly!

material into curriculum material. These changes were expressed in omissions,

additions, abbreviltions , simplifications.cations of contents, combinations' of existing

"7cAtent it'ems,and 'changes in style and form. An attempt to claisify the

changes into categories from the standpoint of types of decisions yielded

What seemed to us to be three main "decision crossroads":

1. Decisions regarding Clarification and definition of educational messages
a

c. included in the material.

. Decisions regarding the method of tfansferring the messages to the pupils,
)

i.e. the instructional strategies.

3. Decision regarding the context of teaching the material.

Illustrations of Decisions Takenioncerning Education Messages' (mainly changes

in content): These decisions refer to the opportunities for learning which

the contents might offer the students. In making these decisions, the developers

referred to questions such, as: Which ideas, principles, and concepts appearing

in the scholarly material are suitable for inclusion in the curriculum material ?'

1
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f. Which-information are we interested in, and which should be omitted? what

should be_emphasized and what played doom? What amanirfg ul aspects for the

student and society can be dealt with' y means of the 'content? What oppor-
,

tunities for colnitive development, yalues, attitudes, and interest can be

incorporated into the curricular material?
)1

,.' Herewith are a number of examples illustrating the range of\ dec sions

'which were made involving clarification and definition of educational message

:(the, Considerations leading to thesedecisions will be examined later):

1. cimissjions:

A portion of the scho,larly material explained th importance' of the

, i,ntegraticiin of basic and ariplied resgarch. In the tri'al version of the

curricular material an attempt *as Made to refer to 'this relationship;

howeVer,* in the final_ edition this reference was deleted.
r

.2. Reductions:

The scholarly material reported on 13 experiments carried out on

'different 'kinds .of citrus trees in various parts of Israel. In, the ofinal

edition of the'curriculum material, only one representative example was given.

3. Combinations of Existing Content:

In the scholarly material , the quantity of water that a singletree

consumes over a year was not dealt with expli,citly. In the curriculum material,.

there is .a section dealing with the aVerage quantity_ of water that a single

tree ostensibly 'drinks" throughout a day. This quantity_ was reckoned on

the basis of various data found in the scholarly material:

4. ACidi tilAs :

In the scholarly material,' no reierence was made to any possible

conflict of interests befooeen the private grove-owners and the public.

The airritulum'material explores ,a situation wherein such a conflict could

arise and the issue is ratsed as to how decisions. are made in such a

case and by whom. 1 z-lc
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5. -Sirrplifications of Content:

In the scholarly material particular research is described as having

a multifactdrial experinental deston referring to a number of independent

variables naniPulated by the researchers. In the curricular material, the
$9

experimental design was simplified to a one-factor design, referring to one
)

independent variable.
e

.. ...

Also in the scholarly material, ft rdetaieled description of the
,,,

experimental design, is given, including` a, total of 17 parameters of the plant
(

and the soil which were measured; in-the curricular material only four of

theseare mentioned.

In the scholarly material, scientific term such as "parameter" and

"water dosage" were used. In the curricular material, the term "parameter"

is not used, while the term "water dosage", is used; but only after a

preliminary explanation.

6. Changes in Style and Forms of Expression:

In the scholarly material, a particular set of data is presented in tables

and graphs. In thetcurriculir material, the data are presented in the form

of an illustration, and pupils are asked to organize the data into. a table

and then translate them into a graph.

Illustrations of Decisions Taken as to the Instructional Strategies
.-

.These decisions' were based on preferences as to teaching methods and modeS

of learning. The adVantages, and disadvantages of teaching methods and

modes of learning and their adaptation to.a given situation were. considered.

Often. a decision garding. the method of transmitting a message was integrated

with a decision ut the selection or definition of a.message. For example,

both aspects were involved in 'the decision to leave to students the task of

organizing' data into a. table and to express them as a graph instead of

simply prese4ing the ,data i'n a table or graph as was done in the scholarly

, material . 15'
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Following are a number of llustrations Of decitions'Whith relate to
instructional strategies:

1. The scholarly material was written as ii,..scientific review article presenting

the reader with information and conclusions..

written as a narrative 'of inquiry, a writing "which gives the
7'pupils an opportunity for more acti ve involvement in the inquiry. In

the narrative. of inquiry, partial data 'are,given..and the pupils are asked

The curricular matetial was

to reconstruct the research procedur4s, to explain the steps taken,
. ,

interpret_ results , . and draw conclusions.

2. The text is accompanied by work-sheets for individual' and group work -

the recbinendation being to combine inaividual Work With
t

classroom diScuss

up work andI

(273. The conflict between private and public interests such at noted above,.
a .

considered by the authors as central frdm the standpoint of educational

message, 4 written in the form of a section called "Stop and Think,"

a writing technique employed by_ the team to stimulate' reflective thinking

anong4 pupi is and to draw the teacher's attention, to the focus of the

lesson.:

4. Part of the information is-transmitted by visual means..

Illustrations of Decisions Taken with Retard to Contexts,
1. The teaching unit was designed to 'form as an introduction for the witire

`textbook, arousing motivation for studying. the tdPic. HoWever, it is -\

not dependent upon defined previous knowledge rand it is not a necessary

prerequisite for the following units', thus, its place in the instructiona
0

sequence can be changed.

16.
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2. Decisions taken regarding contexts are releveuit not on*tik

of the unit within 'ne frameworrof the whole subject but also to the

development of the unit itself. Thus, we .find that the section on the

amazing "quantitt'of water that a single citrus tree supposedly-"drinks,"

which in the'interim version appeared as part of. the instructional unit .

studied. here, was moved in the final version to kpreOding unit where

iJhad a better sequential fit.

I

Considerations Guiding Deliberations and Desions in the Translation of

Scholarly Material into Curricular Material
r

Considerations which led to the decisions 'that were taken were discovered,

in part, by an examinatioh of written documents sucp as reports, summaries

of meetings, remarks of the 'team iiieagoers , advisers , and eValuators , as well

as by means of a reconstruction from memory by team members involved in

preparation of the unit.

We distinguished those considerations originating in the team's platform,

opinions, attitudes, and preferences froni those based on Constraints of the

curriculum guidelines or on evaluation findings gathered in the course of

developing the material.

The following paragraph is an illustration of those considerations

having their source in' the constrain:: of the Curriculum Syllabus:

The unit under discussion was wr-tten in' the context of the teaching

of biology; this fact influenced the selection of content. Thus, for exarme,

details related to the differences between the kirfls of citrus trees, the

,djustment of water quantities to the velrious areas of the country, the

types of soil, differences in orchards of different ages, etc. were not

included.1*-the curri cul ark material since the developers did not see any

importance in dealing with those subjects in context of the teething of biology.
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It may be that'another tea. developing cbrrieuldr terial in the context ,-
ft (.

.

of the leachihg of agricultural sclera's would have given different wei.ght ...

to these subjects and :Woul : have decided riot to not only, - include them but
. .

to emphisize them.

Illustration Of the Considerations Stewing from the Team's Platform

. Considerations stemn g from -the team's platform may be classified

according to images that the participants had in mind when voicing their opinion's

in the course of the de iberations leading C actual decisioris._ This classi-
.

4fication is [lased on the assUmption that team members (and this also holds
-).-

true for other parti ipants in deliberations 'and decision-making processes

such as those who reviewed Ithe material at its various stages) call upon

a specific set of. beliefd, dPinions, 'attitudes, and preferences when they

discuss .posisibilities, necessities, or desiderata with regard to:
,fi

- target pOpulations, the pupils for yhoni the curricular materials are

intended and the teachers expected to implement the curricular n terials;

- 'instructional strategies relatedi to modes oflearning, methods' of instruction

to be followed, and appropriate teacher-pupil relationships;

- curricular materials their forM and content; and

-- instructional obje tives.

The following examples_ give specific illustration to the ways in Which

images implicit in the team's plEtform affected -the unit:

-1. Image of pupils:

The developers issumed that Grade 3 pupils would not be able to analyze

multifactorial,expermental designs wh- ::h require ve\ry complex statistical

treatment; accordingly,, in an example ,ated above, they decided to simplify

the proposed experimental', design the curricular material into a monofactorial

des i gn.
4
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. Im agf s. ' \ .

The developers 'perceived the teacher as an autonomous skilled tprofessOonal

person, i.e., as one who should select and adapt the curricular 'material

'e: to,te specs fi c instructional ci rcumstances. Therefore, the _Teachers'

Guide states that the teacher should determine which 'points are worthwhile

stressing in classroom discussion - from a list including analysis of the-

. experimental conditions, interpretation Of findings, :;conclusions the

rove-owneroi 11 draw,- conflict of interests etc.

3. Image of instruqtional strategies:
4(

The developers preferred 'active involvement in 'the. le,arning process,

V

,,
so, as.hotect above, they decided to develop the text as a kihd of 4"narratife,. Ns, :,

ofiinquiry." This is how the research.was described nd the data 'presented,

asking .the pupils, to reconstruct the reasons. for the s, ps taken in the

research, to interpret results obtained and draw conclusions.
et,

Secondly, since thf) developers felt that reflective thinking nhances

the possibilities for the transferof learning, they focuied on a central'

point like the conflict situations in the framework .of stop and Think."

4. Image of curriculuM materials:

It was clear that the developerg wereconcerned with the importance of

giving a proper treatment of the sbject being taught. Although they did not

kA,..give an explicit formal definition for "proper treatment," nfimplied viewpoint

indicated that a-s--uggestipn should not be mad to teachers if one knows s.

in adVance that the majority of teachers won' t, e able to handle it. For

example, when faced with the decision whether to take up the question of the

retations between basic and applied research, the developers decided to omit

this topic in the final version (after an attempt to include it in the

0'
19
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interim versiori), singe :tor. various reasons,they did not eucceed in gathering

-18,-
fi

the relevant information to pres)ent tire teachers. Under thbse ci4umstances,

the developers "felt it was preferable to ignore that topic altogether.

5. Ihiage of-instructional objectives: 15'

The 'developers, assertefl .thei r awn opinions aboUt the instructional-'objectives

they. considered both desirable andpossible to achieve' through biology teaching-.

They Were guided y a feelihg.i&curriculum materiel in biology should tAl ,

.provide opmrtunfties dtkr Warning 'which-would prove to belrelevant to the
'4 I. . , ,- 1..-

er
.

student as an individual or as ,a member ofthe society. Beiology teaching
4 . , - $ .,1' AS '

should provide opportunities fo'r deVeloping coghitiv.skills,, attitudei,
. .. . ti

interests, `and the like. 'For instance,.in the unit under ,study, the following

1 earning experiences were i ncl uded:,

<1.

.

-' translation of data given in figures to graphs;

distinction biebveen economic alternatives in different situations; and

calculation of economic input-output considerations.

The above-mentioned components-characteristic of the first level of.

interpretation owe. curriculum development process are shown in Figure.:,

as is their interaction ,network.

Discussion' Findings for First Level

From a comparison of the 'material in its-various versions by means of

content analyses, certain types of changes could be discerned and followed-
cc

up as the material was developed. These changes were characterized as
.

omissions, additions, abbreviations and reduc ; simplifications ot- confer:-

combinations 'of existing content as well as changes in style and forms o-
,

expression. The changes were found to be related to three decision crossronos
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1

. -..,

( ) Clarification an efinition-oflmessages;
,

db-r develoimepnt qf instruc** tiOnal strategies;' and r
'' . , ,

1c) contextual decisions. .; . ,

Most of the changes were related to the first two-sdecision areas.
i

1 A comparison of thd.transition of scholarly material intv. 6 preliminary
..

---,i **k.

- and interim versiodt vars-usthe translition o--.,the latter i tn)the fj-nal---- -'..-3-''

vergion reveals' an interesting gerfral,finding: M outstividing dilference

.

, exists 'between thete two trarfsi tions. In the interim edition there Operire4

.Only,,,contents which could 1:T loqited in the scholarly rpaterial.' Although

these we`re not exactly the. same contents since they had. undergone a selection

proCess
/

, many. had been deleted, others 'reduted and 31nT411fied.; etc. -

there was a great .deal c= similarity een the interim version andthe

"scholarly material from the standpoint, of, the contents being dealt with.

On, the other hand, it the final version, besides contents which

originated in the scholarly material; there appeareo new Contents originating

in the platform of the aevelOirrers and of the evaluators who were not directly

concernee with scholarly mate- al'. In interviews with the developers,'

they explained that these contents were added, as a result of their desire

to exploit the instruct oral and educational potential of the toPtc. For

example, in -the final ,..rsion, a situation highlightirt} the conric- bet en

indiiidua- and public iterests was elaborated upon. Students were required

to take a stand after,naving explored pol,ible ways of decision-mak-ng in

similar,situations. The addition of such material can be viewed a: an

expression of the team's effort to develop the potent-al of a piece of

curriculum material (Ben-Peretz,1975) through creation of additional content

from, the material at the micro-level cof development (Lawy, 1976).

2

*.

,1
1
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A

4
.

Thie'deelSions at Were mode regarding the development leririOructional,

`strategies determined the character of the etrrjcUlar material: to a great.

extent. '-It that to the process
\
Of er slating scholarly material,

ox :

Which islIthiitentn a communicative languAge for professionals, into
vy

curriscul um material which mukt be 1ci tten i n - comnuni tative language ,for
0

.4pils; many decisions have to be taken. "Ir(the. instructional lin\t ,Which
4."`

.4 was anal_xzed, the "language" of he cuiculum material 'is _indeed Different

fronf..thilangtiagt found in the scholarly maiteriat.which served as a starting

pOint for. deeloPment. ;

7 -

lir consicrcktions which were ;t14 basis for decision-maki6T'weVe found

to sten1 mainly from the tear- s\plattorm - 'only 'a small otart being related,

to constraints of the syllap,us. They involiced the team Iner:en': images of

the' pupil, the teacher, the curriculum material,' instructional strategies,.

and objectives. However, we found rio regblar interrelationships between
lt thte ktnds of consideratiOns anc the categories of decls

,

FINDINGS: SecondLevel of 'Interpretation

In order to determine how the teachers interpreted andtranslated

this instructional unit into -earnino-teachilng settings, a questionnaire

was prepared to examine the lowinc =actors:

- description of.the school a-a the stuaent populatic

- indicatiOi of the time devoted to .:.eaching the unit;

- extent of teacher's adherence tothe reconmendations in the teachers'

guide;

- indication of messages emphasized by the teacher:

- description of instructional strategies used by the teacher; and

indicatir'm of context in which the unit was taught., A

c.
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Teachers were requested to describe the cons aerations -that, guided them
di.. . ,

in their decitions. jour pilOtsEresearcht theanswers of .20. teachers were,:
® ,-,.. V

Ci .-x,_ - 4
/---

apalyed...; , _
--., ,.. \.., 4L- , '

As 'indicated, data were tined on -se14f-rePorts of the 'teachers and

.../
,4 ;'

were' not validated by observations. 'Singe out. aim waS an examinattoll of
. --/- . . .-

the characteristics' of planning teachirtg-learning:settfngs on the second

.,, . )t - f .

level of interpretation, and not the actual classroom implementtltion,
4 N 'i ` 9

,

.. --se4-f=reporting 0Y tAe teacher was considereetO bet in, adequate instrument.

. _.) Backq'ound Data ortheStudent Population .
. -4 '

.^
., '

---

In "35% of the classrooms the
ip

teachers .r:efer40.= o in the quistionnaires7
, /

,. ,i.,, 7 -
. ,

the- stud t popiiiatton was described as .being ;disadvantaged,'" ;and-the
) ..%i

teachers tended to vfew thfs fact as an important constraint on iteachnT -

e i 4

the:uni t. . i.

Data Pertaining to the Time Devoted to Teaching the Subject
I:-

IP the teacherS' guide i.t is reconiaended that 2 hours be divoted to

teaching. the unit., Fifty percent of the teachers who werequestionetrfndeed

devoted between 1-2 hotik tj teaching, the unit. However, .25%. dviotelli 3 houi-s,

and the final 2'5% devoted 4 hours and more to teaching--it.

Data Relevant to the Extent of Teachers' Adherence to the-Handbook

lve out offthe 20 teachers..-replied that in the process of their.

teachi tig of tfie unit they-adhered to the teachers' handbook.

Messages- Emphasized by the Teachers

The teAchers' guide indicates four instructional messages to be

emphasized in teaching unit. Analysis of the data reporting;hich

instructional messages the teachers chose to emphasize indicated the following

selection patterns (shown by percentage of total references to all messages

stressed):. ,

24.

-
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1. Issues. involved in th)e-isolving,of a pi-oblemw4irein!there is'-a

.

-'1,17:. 4

conflfct be.ween thelindividual and the publIc good - 29% 1

, 1 . .,,.. _/ .-A, I
2( Understanding'sresea;cVdesign "and!iits various colkonent§ - 23%,

ft..2,

3. DA tihttion .beeen interpretation of datl,cdllected In an

tt experiment and the drawing of conclasions (.*k 23%t

4. Jhe relationship between' research and the heed ig:r(contribute to 4r .
, \ A - )

societal needs '- 18% , .
.., ..

.1

Iq addi,,Cion,to stressing the aitive four messages ,which .were indicated in the
- 4

' ; I . \ ` _,. -,
- teachers' guide, another) 7% of the reported messagescbnCerned issues. not

exo i ci tly ifs'ted 19the.teadhers! guide.-
A

Instructional Strategies` Emi)loyld by Teachers

The teachers' guide ,recommended four instructional strategics. Teacher
'

responset indicated that they uti_lizethmany of thege strategies but also

-often supplemented them with additional teaching methods, The following

strategies recommended in die guide are shown with their percentage of all

references:
_

1. Classroom disc's sion 24% r
2. Reading, in the classroom with preparatory reading at home - 24%

3. Individual pupil use of worksheets - 12%

4.,-Group work on worksheets - 141%

The supplementary methods reported by the teachers were:

5. Simulation-debates between pupils representing different
/-

positions - 7%

6. Introductory presentation of the topic by the teacher 6%-

7. Using transparencies or other audio - visual _methods - 4%

8. Written homework sumarizing topic - 3%

9. Presentation, of 41 ateci scientific articles - 2%

(.
25
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.
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10. - 2% 'go,

14i11, Oral reports hyTupi s, prepared as homework -=

---12. gnet'lec,ture

-24:r

.' r

Although itl*id clear that tpacheip. Varied their me iods1and adddif-thel\r

own ideas '(eight034ones against the. kotlr'recommendedIn the:gnide),
,f. r

..however, it turns opt' that liAlejToporitional weight is giVentO the new
,.

, .._

..,C!nstructibnal strategiw, 'While /27 of the rworted referencesopertain -

A
..

t o the re4ommende ruct4onal strategies, o. nly 281were ;new strategies.
a

- !Context*In !Which,. the. Unit waL.,Studied
- ,

a' , r A

. N

.

.' Dnly seven out of '20 teachers referredi;to this Six of these
. r' - , ,,. 7-',., /' V P

,.e C
mentioned that the plaCement of he unit in the sequencep-f'th& subject

.,

f

..,

.
i k Seemed logieal. ',since the to tbook begabirhy 'em`p.ilasiiingthe 'need to save -

.
4,

.

water. The text\Went, 'on from' there to tell.'aboutreSearch and its contri-
..

bution to saving.Water in agricultu end continued on to topics related

,

-

to studying the waxer system in the plant. Only one teacher thought the

o *

unit would biz a more fitting conclusion to the study of the subject "Plants

& Water."

Considerations Reporte4 in the Second Level Interpretation

First, we must notethat
10
the teachers did nft -indicate their reasons

.

for or'deliberations'involved'In the majority (66%) of the curricular decisions

they reported. For puXppses of analysis, of,the many reasons given by each

teacher, we considered only'those reasons w4lich were fairly explicit.

e.g., those including such phrase as "my considerations/mottGFS

'or "I did this because..." Classi ication of the reasons according to various

.

key.works-yielded the following b kdown:

A



a) Roughly 54% of the reasons, and deliberations citOd stemmed, from consi-

derations of the attitudes, and needs of their pupils, i.e., they originated

in the image sof the pupil.

`Li4rti). Another 24% stemmed from a consideration of their own attitudesgand

needs as the teacher teaching the unit, i.e., they originated:in the

,image of the teacher.

. c) Another 11% stekned from consideration, of the instructional objectives

as. conceived by the teacher; i.e., they- originated 61 the .image of the

gbjectiyes. There ket_phrases,,here were "it relates to the instructional

objectives," "in accordance with a definition of the objectives," "it

is important from a social standpoint," etc.

'd) The origin of the final .11% o'-the reasons and deliberation,ntioned

was not clear.

Discussion of Findings

Since the .unit examined was one of the first in the textbook, this may

account for much of the extra time devilted to its instruction. leathers

did not-yet 'feel the pressure of time and tended to go or dealing with the

first unit. Decisions regarding instruction time maybe based on considerations

pertaining.to the particular teaching circumstances of the teachers (pupils

needs, etc-. )

Perhaps

oft's- their personal pittforms (personal priorities, etC.).
I ,

the most interesting aspect of this finding concerning a most

,basic aspect of instructional planning is what it says about the degree

of adherence to the teacher's guide. More than 50% of the teachers claimed

full adherence to the guide, yet by their own testimony they, ,in fact,

deviated from it substantially. .tOne possible explanation is that this is

part of the tnacher's platform and can be viewed as an expression of the

27,
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self -image of the teacher who'wlshes tobe'considered as realizing the

intentions of the developers. On iiiii-other hand, it may be that the

teachers are 'not aware of the changes they 4ntroduced as compared to the

teachers' guide. (-

In contrast to the degree of freedom they permitted themselves in

allocating time :to the unit, teachers generally adhered to the teachers'

.guide with regard to the curricular messages they handled in the'Course of

their instruction. Only 7% of the messages stressed by the teachers exceeded

the suggestions in their teachers' guide. It should be added that while the

teachers'did not in fact reveal a significant variety of new messages in the

curriculum material,.they did express their professional autonomy in deciding

which of the messages out of those indicated in the teachers' guide they

emphasized.'

The teachers' adherence to the messages can be interpreted in a number

of ways:

- Although the guide dOes not reveal all possible curricular messages

inherent in the ynit, the teachers do not have the ability to elicit

\ additional message; from the material.

- The teachers actually see in the curriculum material a variety of

additional messages hut prefer to remain faithful to the teachers'

guide which expresses the developers' intentions.

The guide indeed,exhausted'themain messages of -..the unit, and it is

not surprising that the teachers did not exceed the recommendattons:

In the selection .and
combination of messages, one can see, ,an expresSion

k:

of the teachers' personal platforms, on then one hand, and their abilities

to perceiie curriculum materials on the other.

28 2
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As for the instructional strategies,-the teachers did show initiative

and ingenuity, in varying the teaching methods beyond what was specified

in the teachers' guide and 8 out of 20 teachers reported changes in teaching,

methods. Unfortunately we were unable to draw conclusiont on the basis

of available data as to the proportion of time devoted to these instructional

activities in the classroom. With regard to instructional strategies,

o e can view the planning of teaching ;learning settings by teachers 'as an

ex reSsion of three main factors: their personal platform considerations

stemming from their particular circumstances, and their s in revealing

curridulum potential.

Only one out of 20 teachers who participated in the study expressed

concern with the-context in which the unit should be taught. Nearly all

the teachers, accepted the-sequencelpretented in the textbook as a given

,fact and Aid not express independent considerations about possible alter-

nativecontexts.

We feel that information about the teachers' considerations and reasons

in planning teaching-learning settingslis most important for the understanding

of the second level of curriculum interpretation.- However, in most cases,

no reasons were given for the teacher's curricular decisions: We have no

explanation for this phenoMeno4 Should this-tact be(seen as evidence that

the.teachers plan their work.intuitively without.any.explicitly:conScious

deliberation? Perhaps, too, the teachers found it difficult to phrase

the reasons and motives behind their actions and hence the scant response.

Revision of the questionnaire, in order to dittinguish clearly between

a narrative of decisiol-making and the considerations leading to decision
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may probabifel icit more information. With thete limitations of the data

in' mind hoviever; our analysis of the available data indicates that teachers.

.

are mainly guided.by considerations stemming from their. image. of the pupil.

It seems that the teachers are mainly bothered by tie problem of how to

adapt the curricular material to the pupils' needi., *These can be viewed

4

as adaptations within the boundaries of the curricdlar envelope.

Characteristics of the Second Level of Interpretation

The various components of the second level of inteOpretation are

presented in Figure 4. The findings of this exploratory -`study indicate

that teachers exercise their autonomy mainly at two of the curricular

crossroads:

a) the messages crossroad at which they select and decide upon the

relative emphasis of curriculum messages; and

) the instructional strategies crossroad at which they select among

the recommended instructional, strategies and vary them by adding new

ones. Planning the teaching-learning settings conditional upon-

the abilities of the teachers to perceive the curricular material, and

conditional uplk their personal -f31 atform -)and the constraints imposed

upon them by the circumstances of their work in any given classrootil and

school

The following are a few-examples of general considerations stemming

fromsthe teacher's personal platform and referring to images of teachers .

and pup.ils..as conceived by the teachers: "In teaching the unit' for the

first time,.one must adhere to the rec.onmendatiOns in the teachers' guide,

while the second time around, the experienced teacher is free to change;

30
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"it Is not desirable to explain everything myself" ; or "Most of the

pupils have difficulty in doing independent homework.",

As to the constraints stewing from the particular instructional

circumstances, the considerations were connected mainly characteristics

of the pupils, the school, or the community. e.g.: "In a class of moshav

(a type of village) children, there was a special interest in the topic.

'of irrigation problems."
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FIGURE 4. TRANSFORMATION OF CURRICULUM MATERIAL INTO TEACHING-LEARNING
SETTINGS BY THETEACHERS
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SUMMARY

On the basis of this exploratory study, we can arrive at a preliminary

sumnary_ regarding the similarities an a di fferences 'between the first

and second level of interpretation.
r

The elements cocoon to two- levels of interpretation are as follows:

. (a) The external developers and the user developers make decisions at

three main crossroads:, the curricular.messages crossroad, the

instructional strategies crossroad, and the contextual crossroad.

The number of deCisions at the third crossroad on 'the second level

ref. interpretation is relatively small, however.

(b)-Ant,ng both the external 'developers and the user developers, a

major portion of the considerations guiding their decisions originate
4

in their personal platform.

The characteristics unique to each level of interpretation can

be sunned up as follows:

First Level of Interpretation

1. Team members repretenting differ-

ent, backgrounds of expertise .

partiCipate in the process of .
0 ,

curriculum devel opment. We refer

to- the team as a group having its.
_own platform apart from the

'personal-platform of each

partic\pant.

Second Leifel of Interpretation

One single teacher or group, of teaiihers

transform Curricular material into

'teaching - leaning settings, and usually

there is no presentation for different

areas of expertise. 0



2. Development Orotess is convergent

in the sense-that it ends in the

creation -of desi gned curricular

material defined by certain

features.

3. Curricular decisions are sub-

mi tted to validation criteria

(empirical and non-empirical)

in the process of trials and

revisions.

4. External developers make

decisiqns. regarding the placing

of the unit in the vera1.1

instructional. segue ce and

regarding the sequen
1,

messages within the wilt.

5. The personal platforri of, the

external developer; in lves

the general charcteri tics of

pupils and teachers.

6. The constraints, originating in

the syllabus have great

influehce on deci,sion7inaking.
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The developments process is divergent

and leads to different and individual

teaching-learning settings by different

teachers and also by the same teacher

in various ci rcurftstances.

Empirical validation of decisions is

not possible since each instructio

instance-occurs only once. The

teachers' feelings of success regarding

'ttieir decisions can motivate them to

repeat the same decisions in subsequent

instructianal situations..

Teache rs usually make decisions invo\iving

the sequence of messages within the

unit only.

The teacher's-personal platform

involves mainly the. parti cUlar and

cOncrete ima, .of the. pupils in the

class.

The constraints originating in. the

teaching-learning circumstances in

which the teacher operates have great

influence on decision-making.
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7. e external develoVers are

/largely concerned with the
definition and clarification

of possible instructional ,

mesiages..

The decisions made by the
A,

external developers largely

determine'at'the messages

crossroad the scope of the
7

curricular messages for the,,,

teacher.

8. External developers-propose'a.

relatiyely litited variety of.

instructional strategies

. The general ,consideritions which .

guide the external developers

pertain to the image of the

pupil, the teacher, the curricu-..

lum material, instructional

strategies and instructional

objectives.

'Teachers are less concerned with

the definition" and clarificationof

possible instructional messages.

They
f,

ey select and decide o emphasis

of instructional mess ages

Teachers are aware of the importance

of instructfonal strategies and the

need fu,A0apting them to their.

particular instructional circumstances

and initiate new strategies beyond the

suggestions of.the external developers.

The general consiger les:Which

guide the teachers mainly pertain

to the image of e pupil, the teacher,

and the instruct onal objectives.

e-.

J
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This study is an attempt ti sketch out the outlines of a model for'
)

studying-curricului-development the purpose of whiCh is to clarify thO

Junctions Which external developers and user-developls fulfil and,the

interrelation between these functions.. Replications of case studies

Of the kind*suggested in this.study may produce additional evidence"'

to the findings reported in this study.

Further stUdiespeed to tackle a number of questions such as:

- To what extent is-the development process depen ton the specific

subject matter oi the curri cul un.

In what ways doei\the personal make -up of the ties influence the

process of development.
-

- What is the impact of-persoial characteristics of teachers one the

'second level of interPretatiOn.
g

FOrthir research Will hopefully reveal more substantial implicattons

for the training of external 'developers and user-developers in the carrying

out of their specific functions.
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